Airline Food Workers
Rally for Health Care
Tuesday, November 26, 3-5pm
JFK Terminal 8, Upper Level

Join us in solidarity to say that One Job Should Be Enough!

American Airlines made more than $15 billion in profits over the past 5 years, but many of the workers who prepare food for the airline face a health care crisis.

That's why, in June, catering workers across the country overwhelmingly voted to authorize a strike when released from federal mediation. In August, 58 workers and their supporters were arrested at American Airlines’ headquarters, demanding that the airline do its part to end poverty for catering workers. Last month, nearly 60 workers and their allies staged a die-in at American’s hub airport in Philadelphia following an approximately 700-person rally.

Now, on one of the busiest travel days of the year, workers and their allies will converge at American Airlines’ JFK Terminal. Join us to demand that American Airlines end the health care crisis in the airline catering industry!